BEST GRADUATE INITIATIVE -

MARS Hide and Tweet

HIDING MARS TO
INCREASE AWARENESS
•D
 igitisation of an award-winning
on-campus experience
• Customised Google maps playing field
• 2,000 tweets made during the game
• 2 winning universities
• 25% increase in Twitter followers
• I ncrease in employer
preference rankings
Last year, Mars created a world-first in student
engagement with its magical tweet-activated
vending machine. This year it took things to a
whole other level with Mars Hide and Tweet.
TweetShop was creative, massively effective
and totally ground-breaking. Over 21 days, it
went out to eight campuses and nearly 2,000
people grabbed the chance to tweet for treats.
This year Mars wanted to increase that reach but
budget meant we couldn’t transport TweetShop
to more locations. So we created an online hide
and seek game using Google Maps technology.
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To be in with a chance of claiming a prize all you have to do
is get as many students from your university to sign up to
play, then hunt down the TweetShop wherever it is hiding.

Let the game begin.

Register

#MarsHideAndTweet happened in two distinct
phases. First, a week-long online competition
that was open to universities across the UK. We
hid the TweetShop in five different European
cities on our custom map over a period of five
days. And every day students raced to hunt it
down following a series of cryptic clues that
were tweeted over the course of the day.
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From dawn on 1st March 2014 @MarsGradsUK is launching
a unique competition. It gives you the chance to win an
all-expenses-paid short break for two to a top European
destination. And your university the chance to win great Mars
freebies for everyone on your campus.
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We went out onto 9 campuses to build
excitement face-to-face with students and
promote the competition with motion-sensitive
plasma TV screens that projected a series of
different messages as people walked past them.
In the week running up to the competition we
began sparking twitter conversations with a
series of innovative vines.
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Hide and tweet.
Fancy a fabulous, free weekend trip for two? Well we’re giving them
away. Five of them to be precise. Starting on Monday 3rd February 2014,
and for a limited time only, the award-winning TweetShop will be hiding in
various European cities. To be in with a very real chance of claiming a prize,
just track it down on marshideandtweet.co.uk
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Can you find me?
You seek it here. You seek it there. But you won’t find the TweetShop
anywhere. At least not yet. Because the hunt hasn’t begun. For a chance to
win a fabulous, free weekend trip for two to a top European city, sign up
before it’s too late. marshideandtweet.co.uk

Emails, posters and flyers, as well as posts to the
Marsgradsuk Facebook and Twitter pages, were
used to explain what #MarsHideAndTweet was
all about and to promote the competition.

Join the hunt for the Mars Tweetshop and you could walk away the winner
of a fabulous, free weekend trip for two to a top European destination. Plus,
if your university makes the most tweets you’ll win great Mars freebies for
everyone on your campus for a whole week.The TweetShop will be hiding
in a different European city every day for a week. Just be the first person
that day to track it down to claim your prize. Sign up for the hunt on
marshideandtweet.co.uk to be in with a chance of winning.

marshideandtweet.co.uk

Did it work? Absolutely.
More than 350 people registered to play. And
within minutes of the competition going live
on Monday 3rd February the guesses began
coming in, even before the first clue had been
tweeted.
The race was on because the first person each
day to find and tweet TweetShop’s location to
@marsgradsuk won a free weekend break for
two people to that day’s city.
A dedicated team responded to those guesses
with hundreds of personal tweets back to
players. The conversations and the excitement
grew and grew.
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On top of daily competitions there was the main
event, the opportunity for one university to win
TweetShop, fully-loaded with Mars freebies,
for its campus for a week.
The winner would be the university whose
students made the most tweets over the course
of the week. The competition was fierce and
so close that in the end there was nothing
between Coventry and Reading so a decision
was made to send TweetShop out to both
universities. Win, win – in true Mars make it
mean more style.
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#MarsHideAndTweet built on the huge success of the previous year’s campaign. This year, by integrating Google Maps, we’ve been
able to spread the word even further which has boosted Mars profile amongst students and ranking in the Times Top 100. And five
lucky people got a fabulous free holiday with personalised marvellous Mars goodies.
You can view all the digital assets here:
http://clients.tonic-agency.com/awards/2014/cipd

